Fleet Freedom® is fully integrated with Google Maps for Business and
Street View by Google. Using these services, users will see an interactive
image of the area when viewing a location in the portal.

Fleet Freedom® provides a built-in dispatch tool to assign tasks to field employees, receive turn-by-turn
routing to destinations and send task completion notifications back to head office. Use the portal to see
which employees are on shift and working, what vehicles or equipment they’re driving and which tasks
they’ve completed throughout the day.
Our reports are fully customizable. Build your reports to track utilization and maintenance data for
vehicles and assets, or review employee productivity data and driver behaviour reports, all in the
comfort of the Fleet Freedom® portal.

Fleet Freedom® Mobile

This valuable service can be used as a stand-alone service and is completely integrated into our Fleet
Management service. This tool was designed with two goals. The first, to equip employees with the
necessary tools to perform their job functions consistently and reliably. The second, to provide
Dispatchers and Fleet Managers the ability to see current employee location, communicate, automate
dispatch, review or re-assign tasks and provide pain free ad-hoc dispatch.

Employees can use our mobile application to help manage their daily tasks.
Virtual Punch Clock & HOS View assigned tasks in real time, based on who’s on shift
Location Updates Great for efficiency tracking, billing and payroll
Driver ID Get first dibs on which vehicle or equipment you are driving
Dispatch Tasks Receive all your tasks for the day and send confirmation upon completion
Custom POI List Instantly route yourself to any frequently visited locations

Asset Location Services

Fleet Freedom® employs a variety of flexible asset tracking devices and technologies to meet and
exceed our client’s asset location needs. We provide many flexible and cost effective options to help you
manage your business. Clients can administer theft prevention, theft recovery, inventory management
and productivity in a single service.
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